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OCTOBER 2021 NEWS FROM SEI

New session begins: No prizes for guessing on which of the six days of Orientation Week the photo above was
taken! What is also significant, as well as the students’ support for TinB, is the fact that they are all smiling at this
juncture in the week’s schedule!
Much of that joy stemmed from the sheer delight of being together, face-to-face, for the first time in eighteen
months. The four Small Group Leaders, Ross Jesmont, Janet Spence, Roberta Ritson and Louise Sanders, worked
hard at the outset of the week to welcome both first and second years to the labyrinthine corridors of St Mary’s
Kinnoull, and Chapter Chair Rachael Wright organised a splendid induction session on the first evening.
Days were variously filled with study
(doctrine and mission), with sharing
meals, with rest times and socialising.
Various styles of worship were
experienced through the week - Forest
Church, Plainsong Compline, a Praise
Service, a URC Communion and an SEC
Eucharist - and days were bookended by
the Offices: SEC, Iona, URC and the new
Season of Creation Office. For some, the
days began in the Oratory at dawn; for
others, a more energetic way of
thanking God for the beauties of
creation was experienced (see right).
Two visits were made off-site during the
week: to McEwan’s Funeral Parlour to
The 6.15am daily mountain pilgrimage isn’t mandatory. Yet.
learn about the work of Funeral
Directors, and to engage in an exercise entitled ‘Exegeting the City and the Mall’ as part of Dr Tiplady’s
Foundations for Ministry and Mission in Context module. This involved visiting an allocated area of Perth, ‘reading’
and analysing the area using the perspectives given in the pre-reading, taking photographs as appropriate, and
producing a Power Point presentation for sharing with the gathered community back at base.
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Second year ordinand Ferdinand von Prondzynski reflects
upon the experience of the Week as a whole. This is followed
by an account by Ross Jesmont, Final Year Mixed Mode
ordinand, of his Small Group’s exploits in Perth, alluded to in
Ferdinand’s reflection.

Aberdeen and Orkney ordinands from left: Ferdinand
von Prondzynski, Godwin Chimara, Helen Randall

Orientation Week 2021: At last we meet
‘For where two or three are gathered together in my name,
there am I in the midst of them.’ (Matthew 18:20)
Christianity is a corporate religion, which we experience
both in our own prayerful relationship with God and with
others in our community of faith. For 18 months we had to
learn new ways of joining with each other in prayer and
celebration, and helping each other to adopt unfamiliar
online technology.

For those of us embarking upon, or continuing, our journey to licensing or ordination the past year was not what
we might have expected, but the Scottish Episcopal Institute was quick to embrace online methods of formation
and fellowship, so that when in June 2021 the whole group met for the first time over refreshments in Perth,
none of us felt we were meeting strangers; we were a community that had already learned to work with each
other, pray for each other and laugh with each other, even if it had all been on Zoom or the sometimes challenging
Big Blue Button.
And then, at the end of August 2021, the new SEI family assembled in Kinnoull, in real time, face to face. For
those of us who were experiencing this for the first time, there was real joy in meeting Anne and SEI staff, and all
those with whom we are sharing this journey – and also the very hospitable Redemptorist community. For many
of us the major impressions during the week will have included not just the lectures, discussions and seminars,
but also the stillness of the Oratory and Church and the worship shared there. There was also music – new and
old – and no shortage of engagement with St Augustine, Thomas Aquinas and Karl Barth.
There was lots of laughter too – when fleeing security officials at a shopping
centre, some of us having implausibly been identified as potential terrorists;
or when struggling to keep up with Dr Tiplady ascending Kinnoull Hill at an
Olympic pace, before stopping at the top in awe of the view of God’s creation;
or at the Friday evening ceilidh, where so much talent and humour was on
show.
But many of us will have felt above all that we had spent a week during which
we could indeed feel the presence of our Lord in our midst. God is faithful
and will accompany us on our journey, which we trust will bring us back again
soon to Kinnoull.
Ferdinand von Prondzynski
The St. John's Five: The aim of the group exercise was seemingly straightforward: visit St. John’s shopping centre
in Perth and report back on the ways in which the shops shape and inform people’s behaviour. The purpose of
the exercise was to help us think through how we are ‘discipled’ by the competing messages or ‘liturgies’ which
vie for our attention. However, the visit ended with us being escorted out of the shopping centre by security for
violating ‘anti-terror’ laws. Our crime: we took a few photographs inside the building.
Our visit began with us discussing the questions that we had been set and slowly walking through the shopping
centre. We noted the ‘for let’ signs on several empty units, the sales that were being advertised in the shops, and
the general tired feeling of the space. This was no cathedral of opulence but arguably a hangover of a bygone
commercial age. As we walked our conversation was punctuated by us taking a few illustrative photographs.
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Yet, just as we neared the end of the first part of the centre, we were approached by a security guard who asked
what we were doing. Having explained that we were ordinands completing a group project, the guard informed
us that we were not allowed to take photos as it violated ‘anti-terror’ laws. Surprised, we continued to walk
through the centre but found ourselves being followed by an increasing number of security guards. Having
reached the exit on the other side it was clear that we were not welcome and so we left to find a coffee shop and
discuss our findings.
Training for ministry invites you to see the world in new ways and to think through how we might communicate
the gospel in a world of competing messages. This aspect of training should now perhaps come with a warning
that one might find themselves on the wrong side of the law. Then again, Jesus did tell us that we cannot serve
two masters (Matt 6:24).
Ross Jesmont

From left: Tony Clapham (Argyll and The Isles); Maureen Farquhar, (Moray, Ross and Caithness); Godwin Chimara, Helen
Randall (Aberdeen and Orkney); Rachael Wright (St Andrews, Dunkeld and Dunblane).

Closing ceilidh: This was a wonderful
amalgam of gifts and talents, masterfully
compèred
by
Ferdinand
von
Prondzynski. As ever a cornucopia of
gifts was revealed: harp-playing, balladsinging, story-telling, poetry-writing and
poetry-reading. Maureen Farquhar led
us in a Gaelic rendition of ‘Old
Macdonald had a Farm’ (or rather she
sang the verses in Gaelic and her
audience contributed the universal
parts: E-I-E-I-O and some animal noises.)
As ever Janet Spence’s gift of storytelling had us all mesmerised. And as a
cautionary tale, the Field Education
Tutor read Charles Dickens’s account of
how not to conduct a pastoral visit.

Selfie of the ceilidh taken by Eilidh Proudfoot (Diocese of Edinburgh)
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Green matters (i): Pat Ellison, current EcoCongregation Scotland student rep, and Val Cameron, immediate past
rep, write about how green issues are impacting the community.
Ring the bell for climate change! Both before and since SEI registered with Eco-Congregation Scotland in 2019,
there has been an active conversation at Student Chapter about the climate emergency and the role of church,
whether as a prayerful body or as an institution with plant and staff and all the related climate impacts that
business choices imply. For people in training for ministry, with imminent responsibilities in charges, these issues
are challenging. Synod has this year given a clear steer to the SEC about being carbon neutral by 2030, but the
toolkit of practical suggestions for change offered by those who have since been working on these matters will
land in different and sometimes uncomfortable ways with vestry groups across the church.
These are big issues which the upcoming climate conference, COP26, will push more and more into our
consciousness. They are issues of deep faith, formational issues for those in training for ministry, and they
challenge the ways in which we think about our world, our Creator, and all of the creatures with which we share
our common home. The world-wide Anglican Communion has this prayerful focus, and within it SEI seeks to make
its distinctive contribution. Creational issues figure in our curriculum, both academic and formational; for staff at
SEI, these are living concerns for both reflection and action; students are actively engaged in both debate and
process. Our Mission and Ministry programme this year, in which all students participate, will directly address
the 5th mark of mission - safeguarding the integrity of creation, sustaining and renewing the life of the earth.
Accordingly, SEI has now sought a membership relationship with Eco-Congregation Scotland as we explore
together, students and staff, the vocational and formational questions which are posed by the threats to our
planet, and work out our response in prayer, worship and action. Through this relationship, we will share ideas,
share resources, develop our thinking and help make a difference. They, and we, are excited by the opportunities
for working in partnership.
Central to this is our prayer life, the way we talk with God, the way liturgical practice expresses and shapes our
faith.
Our final morning prayer at Orientation Week followed the
new Season of Creation liturgy being trialled by the SEC. As
an introduction to Morning Prayer the ‘climate bell’ was
rung. The eyes of the World will be on Glasgow in November
during COP26. The Glasgow City crest has a bird, a tree, a
fish and a bell on it. The ancient rhyme about the crest was
recited and then the new version that has been reframed
for COP26. The climate bell was rung for alarm, for justice
and for praise. Thanks for the gift of the bell go to the Revd
David Coleman, Eco Chaplain, Eco-Congregation Scotland.
The liturgy included antiphons from the book of Genesis
(1:1,31) and the opening from the Gospel of St John (1:1-5).
Psalm 8 was said, the conclusion was taken from the book
of Job (12:7-10) and this was followed by the Benedictus
antiphons from the Gospel of St John (1:3).
Whilst many of us want to know what ‘actions’ we should
take in tackling the climate emergency, we must not lose
sight of the spiritual and scriptural aspects of our faith when
caring for God’s creation.

Here’s the tree: it’s time to grow

Here’s the bird: it’s time to fly

Here’s the fish: it’s time to swim

Here’s the bell: it’s time to ring.
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Green matters (ii): Staff and students will participate in a Common Awards webinar entitled: 'Creation and
Climate Justice' on 13 October. It will explore the role of the Bible in Christian understandings of creation, and
engage with global theologies in order to offer critical perspectives on creation and climate justice. Dr Aruna
Gnanadason will provide an eco-feminist theological perspective that will look to the context of India and engage
with narratives of those directly impacted by climate change. Dr Jione Havea will contemplate the ways in which
the Bible has influenced our relationship with creation, taking into consideration the impact of climate injustice
in the Pacific and the theologies of the Pasifika. The webinar will be hosted by Prof Robert Song, Professor of
Theological Ethics in the Department of Theology and Religion at Durham University.
Green matters (iii): The Autumn issue of the Scottish Episcopal Journal focusses on climate change. Two members
of SEI staff have contributed an article to the edition entitled ’Greening the curriculum: an experiment in
integration’. This short paper describes the ways in which the Institute is striving to place environmental issues
at the heart of its formational programme. In so doing it seeks to move beyond simply implementing ‘green
actions’, and instead to form students as co-creative care-givers by means of a traversal curricular approach. A
programme of environmental actions is set out for the coming year, one which describes itself as a series of
‘tentative and faltering steps’ but which nevertheless seeks to model an obedient, faith-filled response to God’s
call to ‘care for the whole created order and to foster ecological justice’.
Triple congratulations! It is with immense pleasure that we share news
of two excellent results gained by a couple of recent SEI students. The
Revd Andy Philip gained a BA (Hons) Class I through Common Awards.
The Revd Dr Jaime Wright (right) gained a Graduate Certificate with
distinction. Our warmest congratulations to them both. Graduations take
place at Durham University’s ‘Congregation’ in January 2022.
Congratulations also to the Revd Dr Lisa Curtice, whose essay
‘Communication or Communion?’ won third place in the 12th annual
Living Church Student Essays in Wisdom competition. The prize
comprises $175 and possible publication of the essay on the Living
Church Institute’s web site. Well done, Lisa!
URC matters: Congratulations also to our sister educational institution
across in Glasgow. At the Annual Service in Helensburgh United
Reformed Church on 17 September, at which the guest preacher was the
Revd Tom Wilson, Chair, Congregational Federation in Scotland, we celebrated with our ecumenical partners the
emergence of The Scottish College (Congregational and United Reformed), now a Scottish Charitable
Incorporated Organisation (previously known as The Scottish United Reformed and Congregational College).
The College is in educational partnership with
the National Synod of Scotland of the United
Reformed Church, for which it provides
training and development support. The College
is recognised by the URC General Assembly as
a Resource Centre for Learning, the other URCrecognised RCLs being Westminster College
and Northern College.
The Principal of The Scottish College, the Revd
Dr John McNeil Scott (left) will be co-leading a
day for Placement Supervisors with Principal
Anne on 11 October. This is the second time of
running a joint training for those who will be
supervising candidates on placement.
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Continuing learning: SEI is offering two opportunities for theological education in the coming months.
(i) Reading the Bible like an Episcopalian: a four-part series
in Advent. Presenter: Revd Dr Michael Hull
‘What is the Law? How do you read it?’, asks Jesus (Luke
10.26). Perhaps we should put the same question to
ourselves. As Episcopalians, we affirm the Bible as God’s
word, but how do we read it?
Reading the Bible like an Episcopalian is a series of four talks
in the Season of Advent to reflect upon ways in which
Episcopalians understand Holy Scripture. Because we, like
all Christians, read the Bible from own our perspective and
within our own denomination, it is worth probing our own predilections. It is worth asking, in other words, what
characterises an Episcopalian approach to the Bible over time, say, from the Reformation until today?
The talks will address: (1) how we settled on the Bible as the last word at the Reformation; (2) how we pray with
the Bible and why Books of Common Prayer came into use; (3) how the Enlightenment affects the way we read
the Bible; and (4) how we read the Bible in a variety of ways in our own day.
Monday 29 November — The Bible’s authority: Who’s got the last word?
Monday 06 December — Praying with the Bible: Why a Book of Common Prayer?
Monday 13 December — The Bible in the Enlightenment: Who’s the light of the world?
Monday 20 December — The Bible in the twenty-first century: How do we read it?
Time: 7pm to 8pm on four Monday evenings in Advent via Zoom. To register click here

(ii) Theological Perspectives on Community Development and Organising. This ten session module is being
offered to any Deacons across the Province who wish to audit the course while it is being offered to four SEI
students for credit. The module offers an exploration of the themes, scope and approaches to community
development and community organising, and an examination of the work of individual theologians, comparing
their work and assessing its relevance for participants’ contexts.
The course will comprise Case Studies of community development and community organising work in the UK,
delivered by practitioners in the two fields. These five sessions will be interspersed by others covering the
underlying frameworks, principles and theologies of the two disciplines. For each of these sessions there will be
two hours of pre-reading or pre-viewing. It will be important to have done this in advance of each session so that
the time together might be spent fruitfully in informed discussion.
The module will be facilitated by Anne Tomlinson who will lead half of
the sessions, the others being offered by practitioners in the field: the
Revd Chris Howson, Chaplain to the University of Sunderland and
author of A Just Church: 21st century liberation theology in action; the
Revd Nick Bowry, Rector of St James the Less Penicuik and an expert in
the field of Asset-Based Community Development; the Revd Canon Ian
Barcroft, PDO and formerly Rector of St Mary’s Hamilton, a
congregation with immense engagement in the local community; and
the Revd Dr Martin Johnstone, (left), Glasgow Churches Together
COP26 Ambassador and Community Development Specialist with the
Poverty Truth Network and At The Edge
Time: 19.00 – 20.50 on Tuesday evenings via Zoom, between 11 January and 29 March 2022; more information
from Linda Harrison, SEI Administrator institute@scotland.anglican.org
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And so to the next residential …. On the day of publication of this
Newsletter SEI staff and students will be gathering for their first
Residential Weekend of the new academic year, at St Mary’s Kinnoull
once again. At that we will welcome two guests, the first on Zoom, the
second in person. On the Friday evening Dr Martin Hodson (left) will
present two sessions as part of Dr Tiplady’s Module, ‘Foundations for
Ministry and Mission in Context’. Martin is Operations Director at The
John Ray Initiative. He is a plant scientist and environmental biologist,
and currently Visiting Researcher at Oxford Brookes University. He
writes and speaks widely on environmental issues. Martin has over 100
papers published, mostly in international science journals. His recent
books include A Christian Guide to Environmental Issues (with Margot
Hodson, 2015) and An Introduction to Environmental Ethics (with
Margot Hodson, 2017). He will be speaking to us on ‘The Science Bit:
Environment, climate change, biodiversity, and Covid-19’ .
On Saturday morning the Revd Canon Dr Marion Chatterley (right) will
speak to the Final Year Reflective Practice cohort about ‘Supporting
others’, specifically in relation to bereavement care and funerals.
Marion is the Vice-Provost of St Mary’s Cathedral, Edinburgh. After
her ordination in 1998 she became Chaplain at Milestone House, a
specialist hospice and care facility for people living with HIV. She later
served as Chaplain to the Marie Curie Hospice in Edinburgh. She has a
doctorate in Practical Theology from the University of Glasgow, is
particularly interested in ministry with marginalised and/or
vulnerable people, and has worked extensively in bereavement
support. Her session is the first in a series of five such sessions at
Residential Weekends on the pastoral care of others and ourselves.
The weekend also sees the beginning of our non-accredited course on Liturgical Skills. A few years ago, an SEI
ordinand did a summer placement at Virginia Theological Seminary, and was impressed by the course she
encountered there on the practice of worship-leading. Encouraged by her, we developed our own course which
runs over three years: in the past two years we have looked respectively at the place of music and art in worship,
inviting musicians and artists from a variety of settings to share their practice. This first session of the current
year will build upon some of the techniques Helen Bent of RSCM touched upon during her sessions at Orientation
Week – stance, posture and breathing – but will also look at the art of reading in public: articulation and pace.
‘Bravetalk‘ will take place on Sunday morning just before the weekend reaches its climax in the closing Eucharist.
These sessions, instigated by students last year, are dedicated times for honest speech and loving listening. They
provide opportunities for courageous conversation among members of the student community when a topic of
relevance to formation and practice is discussed, drawing
variously on Scripture and creative resources. On this
occasion the session will be led by second year ordinand Tony
Clapham (Diocese of Argyll and The Isles) who will help those
present think about how to have difficult conversations.
Student Chapter will take place on Saturday afternoon, a
chance for issues about the Initial Ministerial Education (IME
1-3) experience to be raised in a safe space. Staff are not
present at these meetings, but they are attended by SEI’s
Chaplain, the Very Revd Graham, Taylor, Dean of the Diocese
of St Andrews, Dunkeld and Dunblane (left).
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The 2021 SEI Lecture, the sixth in the annual series, will be given by the Revd Dr Michael Hull, SEI’s
Director of Studies. It will be hosted by the Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway and held in the University
Chapel, Glasgow University (Gilmorehill Campus). Registration, whether for attendance in person or
online via Zoom, is via this Eventbrite link. Registration will close at 9 pm on Monday, 25 October 2021.
On this occasion, there will be no reception following the Lecture due to Covid restrictions
Despite the best laid plans of East and West, the filioque controversy continues, not only between
Constantinople and Rome, but within many Reformed churches where the Nicene Creed is received and
believed neither for its conciliar (synodical) nor for its historical (traditional) pedigree but for the
warrant of Holy Scripture. Reformed attempts to heal the East–West breach crystalised in the World
Council of Church’s ‘Klingenthal Memorandum’ to the end that the West should drop the filioque, but
few Reformed churches have done so, even if they offer options. Little has changed from the ninth
century when a pope approved of the filioque doctrine yet advised against using the word in the Creed.
What is the warrant of Holy Scripture? Should Christians filioque or not
The Revd Dr Michael Hull is Director of Studies at the Scottish Episcopal Institute (Edinburgh), the
training agency for authorised ministry in the Scottish Episcopal Church. Dr Hull also tutors in biblical
studies and Christian doctrine at SEI, acts as the Editor of the Scottish Episcopal Institute Journal and
ministers as an associate priest at St Vincent’s Chapel (Edinburgh). He earned his doctorate in biblical
theology at the Gregorian University (Rome) and has published in the field. A native New Yorker and
now adopted Scot, Dr Hull came to SEI and moved to Edinburgh in 2015, after sixteen years as a
professor of Sacred Scripture at St Joseph’s Seminary (Yonkers, NY), whilst serving in a variety of
ecclesiastical and pastoral roles in New York.
Donations: Thanks go this month to
Holy Trinity, Monifieth (left) for the kind
donation of a generous offering recently
organised by the congregation for the
SEI Training Fund. This money goes to
support those students training at SEI on
full time pathways, whether via New
College (University of Edinburgh) or the
Mixed Mode route. Currently there are
three Mixed Mode students and one at
New College.
Two Final Year students, Val Cameron and Ross Jesmont, kindly organised sales of theology books,
thereby raising £132 for our sister college in Porto Alegre, Brazil. SEI Students give regularly to the Brazil
Fund through monthly online offerings or following each Eucharist/URC Communion at residential
weekends.
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The first of the ordinations for the five 2021 Leavers
took place at the end of September. Photographs of
the first three candidates are shown below; those
of Philip Schonken and Sandra Wright, to be
ordained and licensed respectively at the beginning
of October, will be shared in next month’s
Newsletter.
Ordinations in East and West: The photograph on
the right shows the Revd Dr Lesley Penny (left) and
the Revd Dr Claire Nicholson following their
ordination on Sunday 26 September in St Mary’s
Cathedral, Edinburgh, by the Rt Revd Dr John
Armes, Bishop of Edinburgh. Lesley now serves as
Assistant Curate at St Cuthbert’s, Colinton, and
Claire as Assistant Curate at Holy Trinity, Melrose.
The photograph below shows the Revd Dr Lisa
Curtice following her ordination on that same
afternoon in St Mary’s Cathedral, Glasgow by the
Rt Revd Kevin Pearson, Bishop of Glasgow and
Galloway. Lisa now serves as Regional Curate in the
Renfrewshire Region.

Photo courtesy of Richard Tiplady

